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-EssayNowadays sustainable development is become the conversation topic. First sustainable development
could be practiced on 2 ways. One is preserving resources, and the other is regulating people by law. I
think aquaculture industry is typical example of preserving resources. Korean marine resources are
remarkably decreased. The reason was overfishing. People

capture fishes undiscriminatingly.

Resultingly the captured both female fish which is pregnant, and young fishes. Aquaculture industry can
recover this problem by breeding fishes by human hand. Also we can regulate people by the law. For
example in korea people can’t capture snow crabs, while particular period. the spawning season. Also
they can’t capture the crabs which were not grown enough. if we save marine resources we can stock
many seafood resources, and it could be connected to overcoming poverty. Than we can achieve our
purposes. We can mitigate poverty, save our food resources, also we can use our marine resources
sustainably.
SDGs has 17 purposes. There are many things like end of poverty, or promotion of welfare,
sustainable use of marine resources and so forth. Honestly one country can’t deal this goals. We need
partner who can help each other. so we need to revitalize our partnership. We can do this by many way.
Like KRD, we can interchange our students, that could revitalize our youth’s partnership. Also we can
make a agreement between nations. There already some agreements, which for SDGs. They are
strengthen our partnership and also implement there details of agreement which are relevant with
SDGs. They are very important. But we need to focus our youth partnerships. Each nations youth is most
important participants of future. Most of SDGs purposes are for future. So youth need to help each
other. They can interchange and debate their opinions on SDGs. It can’t effect right now. But if youth
continue these action and when future come, it could be powerful partnership. so I think youth
partnership is most important thing for SDGs.

